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Sonkran is always interesting and Saturday was no exception with a normal 30 minute journey taking up to one hour,
but despite this inconvenience the turnout for the swan song
of Tangerine Man and Uphill Gardener was encouraging,
they had selected a beachside Laager site and the cooling
breeze was most welcome at the end of what turned out to
be a well laid Hash and with visitors from Bahrain in the form
of STTI and Rick O’ Shea on the scene we all enjoyed the
offering.
(Editor’s note, swan song does not mean an end to their Hareing career just that Toblerone Man has to nip back home
to pick up a new supply of climbing ropes, crampons and
oxygen masks).

13 April 2019

After a slightly delayed start, caused partially
by the late arrival of the money muncher Lima
Papa and concern that the changed kickoff
time, despite being prominently displayed on
the run directions might have been overlooked
by some of our rascals, we got things rocking
along at 15.10 and with the prospect of quality scran and extra slurping time at the finish
line, the pace was brisk and check einz didn’t
bother us in the least, onward and for some of
us upward into the greenery, we came across
one of the Haren scratching his newly trimmed
grey locks with a puzzled expression on his
countenance,” zay have taken ze check “he

explained….okay but just maybe the pressure has got to them and ze check was
forgessen ? Not to worry we soon found
the shreddies a little down the road and
all was right with the world.
The Shufflers peeled off to the left at the
split and got the easy route back to camp
while the Athletes forged ever further from
the Piss truck but eventually reached the
turning point and once again the pace
picked up until ON IN rang out and smiling
faces and ice cold tinnies welcomed us.
With the BBQ glowing and DFL checked
in after doing the job of sweeper to make
sure nobody was left on the trail, Crive
called for disorder in the Circle and the
Hares correctly received the plaudits of
their compatriots.

Some of the more observant members of
the congregation noticed 3 buckets in the
centre, was there ti be mass icings? Well
by close of play several butts chilled their
cheeks including Winkle, Crive, Down early and Big Yin all guilty of various heinous
offences.
The visiting duo from Bahrain sung along
happily and Rick O’ Shea chipped in with
“Twenty toes” much to the chagrin of the
welcome returnee Pissbowl who claims
copyright on that particular little ditty.
Among the deserters were Crive and No Woman, Tangerine
Man, Down Early and her grandson Woody plus Bankster.
Just before the final curtain Go Round Again took to the seat of
shame for deliberately coming in as last of the Rambos cos he
didn’t like the ball and chain… didums.
Circle closed, time for nosh and the gleaming new BBQ got a
pasting and jaw muscles were severely flexed.
The Antipodean Antelope, more commonly known as Banana
Bender has a cracker of a Hash waiting for us over at Lipa Noi on
Saturday 20th at 16.00 hrs.

Look out for directions ..
ON ON.
TRASHER

